33rd Annual Minnesota Quilters Show Awards - June 2011

CATEGORY AWARDS

PIECED - Large - 1 Person
1st Place: “Bali Hai” by Marilyn Badger
2nd Place: “Christmas All Around” by Sherry Reynolds
3rd Place: “Double Wedding Ring” by Beverly Willis
HM: “Sadie’s Song” by Sharyl Schlieckau

PIECED - Large - 2 Person
1st Place: “Maritime in Red” by Ann Helbling
2nd Place: “Midnight Star” by Terri Kohlbeck
3rd Place: “Not Your Grandma’s Quilt” by Kathleen Crabtree
HM: “Vintage Moments” by Karen Mommsen

PIECED - Small
1 or 2 Person
1st Place: “Color Wheel Threadplay” by Nancy Henderson
2nd Place: “256 Blocks” by Susan Ziel
3rd Place: “Spinning Girl Friend” by Fay Kuettel
HM: “Fly Me to the Moon” by Lori Allison
HM: “Morning Star” by Terri Kohlbeck

APPLIQUÉ - Large - 1 Person
1st Place: “Mutton But Letters” by Janet Stone
2nd Place: “Hearts a’Flutter” by Joanne Elwood
3rd Place: “Not So Far East” by Joanne Webb

APPLIQUÉ - Large - 2 Person
1st Place: “Homage to Mary Brown; Patience Rewarded” by Audrey Manning
2nd Place: “Through Grandmother’s Garden” by Leslie Milde
3rd Place: “Butterflies Over Baltimore” by Peggy Valitchka
HM: “Mom’s Dresden Plate Quilt” by Mary Jane Heng

APPLIQUÉ - Small
1 or 2 Person
1st Place: “Homage to Spring” by Susan Ziel
2nd Place: “Alive” by Mary Kay Price
3rd Place: “Victorian Visit” by Victoria Miller

MIXED TECHNIQUES
Large - 1 Person
1st Place: “Tree of Life” by Wilhelmina Vandervoorde
2nd Place: “Bay Side” by Loretta Painter
3rd Place: “Rhapsody in Rose” by Barbara Clem
HM: “Kathy’s Baskets” by Joanne Elwood

MIXED TECHNIQUES
Large - 2 Person
1st Place: “Wicahpi Waabigwan” by Cheri Merritt
2nd Place: “Flower Power” by Janet Knapp
3rd Place: “Mrs. Brown’s Monkey” by Colleen LaVenture
HM: Sunshine Rose Garden, by Sandy Nodes

MIXED TECHNIQUES
Small - 1 or 2 Person
1st Place: “Floral Tapestry” by Susan Nelson
2nd Place: “Fall in the Cherry Woods” by Kathy Reisinger
3rd Place: “Whimsical Leaves” by Susan K. Wolf Schwarz

OTHER TECHNIQUES
1 or 2 Person
1st Place: “Crazy With a Twist” by Mary Chalmers
2nd Place: “My Life is My Muse: Minnesota” by Nancy Eha
3rd Place: “Redwork” by Kathy Munkelwitz

PICTORIAL
1 or 2 Person
1st Place: “Woman in an Apothecary Shop” by Beverly Hunnicutt
2nd Place: “Sentinels of Fall” by Peggy Spitzer
3rd Place: “Spring in Tuscany” by Ludmila Gancova
HM: “Waterfall Symphony” by Elizabeth Lanzatella
HM: “Sunset” by Peggy Valitchka

ART - Small
1 or 2 Person
1st Place: “Really Wild Flowers” by Sharon Schlotzhauer
2nd Place: “Aunt Polly’s Porch” by Claudia Clark Myers
3rd Place: “Exposed” by Jeanne Pfister
HM: “Reflections” by Loris Goth

MINIATURE
1 Person
1st Place: “America the Beautiful II” by Sharon Schlotzhauer
2nd Place: “Saffron Offspring” by Barbara Lies
3rd Place: “Sugar Plum” by Jan Hutchison
HM: “O.M.G. (Oh, My Goodness)” by Twila Richter

GROUP - 3 or More People
1st Place: “Lunching with Butterflies” by Terri Krysan
2nd Place: “Fanfare For Our Friends” by Mona Harmann
3rd Place: “Christmas Homecoming” by Susan Zahasky
HM: “Bubble Tea” by Colleen LaVenture

BLUE DIAMOND
1st Place: “Gypsy Rosalie” by Ronda Beyer
2nd Place: “Botanical Fantasy” by Lorilynn King
3rd Place: “Crown Jewel” by Claudia Clark Myers
HM: “Let’s All Spring Forward” by Rosalie Baker
HM: “Sushi III” by Mary Kay Price

“CLOTHING NOT OPTIONAL”
1st Place: “For the Love of Teal” by Jennifer Bernard
2nd Place: “Black Ice” by Stephanie Nordlin
3rd Place: “Crystal Blue Persuasion” by Amy Kelly
MQ CHALLENGE 2011

Quilts
1st Place: C103 "Lily Von Schnauzer - Good Dog/Bad Dog" by Terri Krysan
2nd Place: C127 “Dianthus and the End of the Fairway” by Jane Shattuck
HM: C148 “Common Ground” by Mike Ellingson
HM: C115 “Genesis of a Cubic Trianguloid” by Karla Kilkelly
HM: C119 “Wallflowers” by Bonnie Swenson
HM: C137 "Forbidden Desire" by Nancy Kazlauckas

Clothing
1st Place: C106 “Central Fragments” by Lou Roos
2nd Place: C102 “Roses” by Janet Harvey
HM: C108 “Funky Feathers” by Lou Roos

Dolls & Accessories
1st Place: C104 “Clean Little Girls Attract Dirt” by Jennifer Bernard
2nd Place: C107 “Bagged Butterflies” by Lou Roos
HM: C111 “Thru the Looking Glass” by Yvonne Curran

SPECIAL AWARDS

BEST OF SHOW
Large Quilt: BD-103 “Star Berries” by Gail Stephaniek
Small Quilt: MTS-102 “Red Letter Daze” by Janet Stone

HAND QUILTING
MTL1-102 “Tree of Life” by Wilhelmina Vandervoorde

MACHINE QUILTING
Stationary Machine
PL1-107 “Christmas All Around” by Sherry Reynolds

MACHINE QUILTING
Track Mounted Machine
BD-102 “Crown Jewel” quilted by Marilyn Badger
(Entered by Claudia Clark Myers)

FIRST ENTRY
MTL2-104 “Wicahpi Waabigwan” (Flower Star), by Cheri Merritt

JUDGE’S CHOICE
Doris Goins, NQACJ:
ART-115 “Seasons” by Liz Hickerson
Lorraine Covington, NQACJ:
MQ-105 “Saffron Offspring” by Barbara Lies
Marcia Knopp, NQACJ:
PIC-101 “Sentinels of Fall” by Peggy Spitzer

CAPITAL CITY
MQ Members Only
Large: NJQ-8 “Inspired By My Necklace” by Debra Bomstad
Small: APS-102 "Garden Serendipity" by Karen Puffett

VIEWER’S CHOICE
Chosen from Non-Judged
Large: NJQ-59 “Eagle Scout Soaring” by Linda Treague
Small: NJW-38 “Heather Feather” by Nancy Wick

Special Recognition Ribbons Awarded by:

MQ President
Yvonne Curran:
NJQ-26 “Log Cabin Pizzazz” by Ladies of the Lake

2011 Show Chairs
Lou Roos:
NJW-04 “Friends” by Fran Andress
Kathy Brevig:
NJQ-25 “View From the Cockpit” by Rita Kay Jelinek

Show Faculty:
Debbie Bowles: NTW-33 “Cosmic Odyssey” by Kay Noland Smith
Kim Brunner: PS-108 “The Zebras Went Crazy” by Holly A. Watson
Judy Coates-Perez: BD-101 “Let’s All Spring Forward” by Rosalie Baker
Billie Lauder: NJQ-12 “Fabulous Nine Patch” by Pat Curtner
Bonnie Lundorff: C-06 “Frog in a Lily Pond” by Elsie Rodich
Gwen Lundgren: ART-108 “Corner Charm” by Shelli Ricci
Suzanne Marshall: BD-101 “Let’s All Spring Forward” by Rosalie Baker
Peggy Martin: PS-108 “The Zebras Went Crazy” by Holly A. Watson
Kay Nichols: PL1-111 “Infinite Stars” by Marlene Hiltnner
Mary Nordeng: NJQ-15 “Flowers In Bloom” by Evening Star Quilters
Katie Pasquini-Masopust: C-02 “Garden Blooms” by Emily Dehmer
Rick Petersen: APS-105 “Winter Bloom” by Julie Ginader
Becka Rahn: ART-110 “Boxed In” by Jill Robinson
Wen Redmond: BD-101 “Let’s All Spring Forward” by Rosalie Baker
Jill Schumacher: PL1-104 “Double Wedding Ring” by Beverly J. Willis
Susan Stein: NJW-02 “November Horizons” by Rose Allen
Shelly Stokes: PIC-101 “Sentinels of Fall” by Peggy Spitzer
Anne VanDemark: APL-101 “The Bizzy Bird Farm” by Julee Prose

Site Security Team:
NJQ-48 “Noah’s Rocket” by Jane Shattuck
NJQ-59 “Eagle Scout Soaring” by Linda Treague